Protect your customers investment
with a Ding Shield Service Plan.
Dent Wizard
Dent Wizard International, based in
St. Louis, Mo., has been the leader
in the development of Paintless Dent
Removal (PDR) technology and service since its establishment in 1983.
After earning a reputation as the North American leader in quality PDR services, including
industry-leading warranties, technician training and responsible business management,
Dent Wizard expanded its cosmetic reconditioning services under the Frontline Fast program.
Services today include:
PDR; chip and scratch repair; bumper repair; wheel restoration; leather and vinyl repair; carpet and
fabric repair; headlight brightening; pinstriping; exterior blackout; and locksmith services. Dent Wizard provides these on-site cosmetic reconditioning services and products to the automotive industry
through its relationships with dealerships, auto auctions, rental companies, body shops, insurance
companies and manufacturers.
Dent Wizard is the most professional, most business-oriented, and most customer-engaged company we can be. Our core values – Innovation, Integrity, Customer Devotion, and Excellence – are
more than words, they are a commitment by us to ourselves and to you.

Ding Shield
Our Ding Shield program would be a turnkey proposition for your
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organization if timeliness to the market were important. Just a few
highlights of our program to hopefully help you better understand the product itself:
• Unlimited claims on PDR repairs and hail deductible coverage for the term of the contract*
• Insured and underwritten by Great American Insurance Company
• All technicians providing claims fulfillment are certified & employed Dent Wizard techs
• All forms are state approved and state compliant in all states except Alaska and Oregon
• Program can be "Private labeled" to meet your company specific needs
Dent Wizard is a dynamic, growing company with a sharp eye toward the future. Just as Dent
Wizard’s PDR process changed ding and dent repair and our expanding cosmetic reconditioning
service lines are transforming how vehicles are reconditioned with an eye towards enabling
dealers to enjoy improved turn-times and profitability for the vehicles on their lots, Ding Shield
is becoming the most recognizable ding and dent protection brand in the United States.
* Hail and Acorn damage are not included in AL, CT and KS.

Don’t let the wear and tear of everyday
driving lower the value of your vehicle.
Protect the appearance of your vehicle
with a Ding Shield Service Plan.
Dents and Dings




Unlimited repairs of dents, dings and creases that do not
exceed the size of a traditional credit card.
Hail or acorn damage that can be repaired using the Dent
Wizard PDR process, up to $500 or the amount of your
automotive insurance comprehensive deductible, whichever
is less.*



Factory ﬁnish remains intact and all repairs meet the
manufacturer warranty speciﬁcations.



Covers all top and side surface panels, including steel and
aluminum panels.

Windshield by Safelite AutoGlass

®

Available with Ding Shield Preferred option.


Provides for unlimited repairs of minor chips, stars or nicks
to the windshield glass caused by propelled rocks, stones
or other road debris.



Prevents cracks, which can affect the structural integrity
of the glass.



Strong and long lasting repairs.

Cosmetic Wheel Repair
Available with Ding Shield Preferred or Signature options.


Repairs up to four wheels with curb rash and scrapes.



Polishes and resurfaces alloy wheels.



Returns wheels to original appearance.

Cosmetic Wheel Repair
Available with Ding Shield Preferred option.


Repairs up to four wheels with curb rash and scrapes.



Polishes and resurfaces alloy wheels.



Returns wheels to original appearance.

4710 Earth City Expressway • St. Louis Missouri 63044

1-800-458-7072 www.dentwizard.com
*Hail
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and Acorn damage is not included in AL, CT and KS. In Florida up to $1000 or the amount of your automotive insurance comprehensive deductible, whichever is less.

